
INTEGRATING BUSINESS PERSPECTIVES STUDY NOTES 
 
LECTURE 1 – BUSINESS MODEL CONCEPT 
 
BUSINESS MODEL CONCEPT 
- Value proposition for iPod à ease of use à iPod to computer link  
- Rio Multimedia player à value proposition failed  
 
MADE OF FOUR ISSUES 
- Customer Value Proposition  

o Directly linked to a customer segment à who you are as a consumer  
o Different needs in products and services consumed  
o Must have precise customer segmentation  

- Profit formula  
o How much money is going in and out  
o Money is made by having a viable customer value proposition à customers must be willing to pay for 

your service 
- Key resources 

o Not just inventory à also includes people (knowledge), machines  
- Key processes 

o How the product is delivered to the consumer  
 
BUSINESS MODELS IN PRACTICE 
 
WALT DISNEY 
- Purchased Lucas Films  
- Why would Disney pay $4 billion to produce another Star Wars? Lies in the Walt Disney business model à 

based around the brand à grows and delivers brands 
- All Disney’s processes are designed around the brand 
- All their creative processes (comics, music, merchandise, tv, publications) à designed to support the theatrical 

films  
- Brand name has financial value  
 
VIDEO à DISNEY TO ACQUIRE LUCASFILM 
- Sound commercial decision à acquired rights to one of the greatest family franchises 
- Realised where a need lies in a consumer group à wants to protect it  
- Rights à Intellectual property, consumer protection à tools needed to know what rights need to be registered 

and protected 
- Lucasfilms à other businesses include other production type companies – includes people, technologies and 

ideas  
- Acquiring 

o Rights à brands à leverage into new creative ideas at Disney 
o Merchandising opportunities à Star Wars worth about $12Billion a year  

- Star wars sections at the theme parks à because of the rights 
- Every part of business model is connected to every other part of the business model  
- Costs à related to resources, customer value proposition, who consumers are and what they want, revenue 
- Integrated nature  
 
TUTORIAL PROGRAM 
- Stanford approach to design thinking  

o Empathise (putting yourself into other peoples shoes) à must know needs and challenges consumers 
are facing 

o Define problems 
o Ideate 
o Prototype 
o Test  

- The more knowledgeable you are à the easier it is to be creative  
o Cannot be creative and come up with new solutions without experience in the issues (empathy) 

 



LECTURE 2 – DESIGN THINKING 
 
ESSAYS 
- Get endnote at the library 
- Engage with each part of the question 
- Case studies à 1 case study; if you're using another one make sure its actually relevant and you aren’t 

repeating – no more than 3 
- Journals better than books 

o More up to date 
o Comes with literature reviews à can use the books referenced in them 

- Not just journal articles, use 
o Government sources 
o Industry sources à often more up to date, fairly self-serving – should be critical 
o Annual reports 
o Corporate websites 
o Newspapers  

- One paragraph for one topic à within each paragraph you must be critical of what’s been said à contrast 
between different arguments, form you own opinion  

- Conclusion à do not introduce new material 
- How recent sources are à focus on last 5 years  
- No drafts for tutors à can ask specific questions 
- Turn it in 

o Can submit more than once  
o Should check what's been picked up as plagiarism and see if you’ve referenced it or are quotes 
o If you want to use parts of an old assessment à acknowledge that your work has been reused from 

previous years, bring it up with the tutor  
- Intext referencing must be used – not footnoting  
 
BUSINESS MODELS 
- Business models à constantly in transition and evolving eg Uber  
- Shows how all different components of a business git together to generate value for the consumer  
- All parts must work together seamlessly 
- Facebook à “sticky” business model 

o Must find a way to keep the material presented as new and fresh and possible 
o Year in review à should have a filter to see what parts of the year is off limits eg house burning down 

- External environment à one of the main reasons why the business model evolves 
 
AMAZON 
- Low profit margins à had to revolutionise their business model 

o Realised they have excellent infrastructure to move items around the world à provided a service to get 
a product to the consumers for other businesses 

o Online web server capabilities à sold to external businesses to use  
 
CITY OF SYDNEY PROBLEM SPACE 
- What needs will we need in the future? 
- Includes entrepreneurship  
- How the creative industries work is fundamentally connected to the environment it is held in  
- Provide unreasonable financial restrictions are placed on the industries 
- Problems lie in the restrictions à if these restrictions are removed  
- 107 Redfern 

o Warehouse purchased by a group of artists to develop into an arts and cultural space 
o Collaborative spaces, reuse of the existing environment is happening all over Sydney  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DESIGN THINKING 
- Take a design mentality and apply it to business 
- Rapid prototyping, coming up with ideas, testing the ideas in the real world  

o Prototypes à something tangible that people and hold and examine to find problems with à shows 
essence of business idea  

- Three steps (not sequential) 
o Inspiration à trying to understand the problem from multiple perspectives  
o Ideation à coming up with ideas, testing them in prototypes, getting feedback and maybe going back to 

the inspiration stage 
o Implementation à when the product is actually brought to market  

 
LEGO 
- Business created in the 1940s  
- Came close to folding à traditional designers thought they knew what the customers want  
- Parents want the traditional experience and they buy the products for the children à thought they wanted the 

new video games etc 
- AFOL (adult fans of lego) à design thinking mentality, taking it back to the consumer 
 
IBM à A NEW APPROACH TO DESIGN THINKING 
- Focus on people who will actually use them 
- Way start-ups are infusing their work with new ideas and new energy  
- Clear principles 

o Focus on user outcomes 
o Multidisciplinary teams 
o Restless reinvention à constant iteration 

- Central concept à constant movement  
- Observe, reflect, make  
- Clear and common goal without dictating how they should get there  
- Close gap between our assumptions and their reality  
 
- LEGAL REGULATORY INFO IN EVERY EXAM  
 
LECTURE 3 – THE LAW, THE LEGAL SYSTEM AND BUSINESS STRUCTURE 
 
SOURCES OF LAW 
- Acts of parliament 
- Law à rules, regulations, acts of parliament that provide us with guidance and direction about how we have to 

undertake certain tasks  
- Main source of law à case law/judicial decisions, judge made law  
- Two sources 

o Case Law (precedent) 
o Legislation 

- Inherited the British System à common law – within this system, our judges make laws 
- Constitution 1901 (Act of Commonwealth Parliament) à two guaranteed rights  

o Right to vote 
o Right to religious freedom  

- Donohue and Stevenson case (snail in the ale) 
o Manufactures should be liable for damage/injuries  
o Before this case à no right to complain about injuries 

- Laws govern how you employ someone, how you pay taxes, how you advertise products, how you interact on 
social media 

- Businesses à investigated and fined for misleading and deceptive conduct on Facebook  
- Businesses more than just a shopfront à online businesses have same rules and responsibilities  
- If goods bought overseas à Australian law does not apply – only applies to the physical geography of Australia  
- Australian citizen à country in which you go to is the law that operates in where you visit 
- If engaging in business overseas à ensure the law of Australia is the law of the contract  
 
 
 
 


